The Nature of Spirit
Correlating with Universal Space and Time
I move in rhythm… I speak in rhyme
I am the Dark… I am the Light
I am the potential of all that is Right
You see me at dusk… you hear me at dawn
Calling to the Sun so the day can go on
The wet river reflects my tides
It flows and waves, divides and collides
I find the stone and place myself on top
I watch the river flow… but why just watch?
With Faith and a Leap… I go
Into the water's embracing flow
It’s not so scary like, maybe, I thought
Life is much different than we are taught
It's a Mystery… a Gift of uncertainty
Unfurling and unfolding with Creativity
There’s no Peace in my mind… it is ALL in my Heart
I’ll let the journey come… All I can do is press start
Life’s not for thinking through… it’s a Being of certain Ways
Allowing the rhythmic flow of the Great Sun’s Rays
Riding these Rays… I travel through time and space
To find that from Here to There is all the same place
We can only see one of the Infinite Dimensions
This thought may be big but… it's important to mention
Infinite Possibility… the Potential is all right here
Hidden by narrow perspectives, darkness and fear
Choose… What you wish to groom
Life has given you plenty of room
Decide… With what will You collide?
Consider… What Love will provide
An Infinite Source of all that is yours by Right
Nothing left to wish for… or to gain by fight
A flow of Wisdom, Grace and Joy
Then Life becomes a child’s toy
A playful adventure… a book of mystery
A labyrinth of peace and prosperity
Look… At this Beautiful Life… just LOOK!!
In each moment… You write your book
In your hands… You hold the Gold
Let go of all that you’ve been told
Listen… To the whispering of your Heart
Watch… What does not work, will fall apart
Then, from the Seed in your Soul, it will grow
New Life… True Life, you will get to Know
Who you always were… Who you are
This Truth… grows exponentially to the stars
And grows roots deep within your Heart
So you find your Way, you play your part
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